ABSTRACT. Variational boundary value problems for quasilinear elliptic systems in divergence form are studied in the case where the nonlinearities are nonpolynomial.
Introduction.
This paper is concerned with the existence of solutions for variational boundary value problems for quasilinear elliptic systems in divergence form (*) A(u)= £ (-l)HDaAa(x,z2, ...,V-") |a|<m on open subsets 0 of R". Existence theorems for problems of this type were first obtained by Visik [34] , [35] using compactness arguments and a priori estimates on (m + l)st derivatives. Since 1963, these problems have been extensively studied by Browder and others in the context of the theory of mappings of monotone type from a reflexive Banach space to its dual and in the case where the coefficients Aa have polynomial growth in zz and its derivatives. Basic improvements of Browder's original results [3] were given by Leray-Lions [25] where the monotonicity conditions imposed on A involve only the variation of Aa> \a\ ~ m> witrl respect to the top order derivatives "'"zz, and by Browder [7] , [8] where the usual coercivity assumption is replaced either by a local a priori bound and a stronger monotonicity condition or by a global a priori bound and some oddness condition.
It is our purpose here tq extend the existence theorems of \2>], [25] , [7] , [8] Presented to the Society, April 1, 1972 under the title Quasilinear elliptic equations with rapidly increasing coefficients; received by the editors December 2, 1972.
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J.-P. GOSSEZ to the case where the coefficients A a do not necessarily have polynomial growth in u and its derivatives. The crucial points in the treatment of "rapidly (or slowly) increasing" Aa's are that the Banach spaces in which the problems seem to be appropriately formulated-the Orlicz-Sobolev spaces-are not reflexive and that the corresponding mappings of monotone type are not bounded nor everywhere defined and do not generally satisfy a global a priori bound (and consequently are not generally coercive). In this respect, the examination of the trivial situation where m = 0 is already quite revealing (see Examples 2.3 and 3.13) . Our study is based upon an extension of the theory of non everywhere defined unbounded pseudomonotone mappings in reflexive Banach spaces (Browder [9] , [10] , Browder-Hess [ll] )
to the context of complementary systems. These are quadruples of (generally nonreflexive nonseparable) normed spaces related to each.other in roughly the same way as conjugate Orlicz spaces.
A simple example to which our results can be applied is the Dirichlet problem for the operator £ (-l)laIDa(/>(Daa)) + lower order terms, \a\=m where p: R -* R is any strictly increasing odd continuous function going to + « at + oo, with no restrictions on its growth, and where the lower order terms satisfy a growth condition involving p and a sign condition (see Example 5.6).
Monotonicity methods have previously been used to study systems of the form (*) with rapidly increasing coefficients by Donaldson [12] (cf. also Gossez [17] ) who treated the case where the problem is coercive, the ^a's satisfy a monotonicity condition with respect to all the derivatives of a and some restriction is imposed on the nature of the growth of the coefficients (the conjugate Af-functions are required to have the A2 property). Each of these three limitations is removed or weakened in the present paper. Our results also include and sharpen the existence theorem announced recently by Fougères [15] where the second limitation above is weakened. Last year Browder [9] (cf. also Hess [22] , [23] ) considered systems of the form (*) with top order terms of polynomial growth but "strongly nonlinear" lower order terms. Our results will be generalized elsewhere so as to include this situation (see Example 4.12).
In §1 we define the notion of complementary system and give some important examples. Pseudomonotone mappings in complementary systems are considered in §2 and several of their properties are investigated. In §3 we prove our main existence theorems for functional equations involving pseudomonotone mappings in complementary systems. They are applied to systems of the form (*) with rapidly (or slowly) increasing coefficients in § §4 and 5.
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J.-P. GOSSEZ to a continuous pairing ( ,) and let Y0 and ZQ be subspaces of Y and Z respectively. Then iY, YQ; Z, Z0) is called a complementary system if, by means of ( , ), V*, can be identified (i.e., is linearly homeomorphic) to Z and Z*, to Y.
For instance ÍLMiíl), E^iü); L-iSl), £n(ß)) is a complementary system. More general examples arise in the theory of Banach function spaces [28] . Other examples are (X**, X; X*, X*) and (X*, X*; X**, X) where X is a Banach space. Note that in a complementary system, Y0 is ff (Y, Z) 
E and F if and only if EQ is oiY, Z) dense in E. In this case, (E, EQ; F, FQ)
is a complementary system if E is oiY, ZQ) closed, and conversely, when ZQ is complete, E is criY, ZQ) closed if (E, EQ; F, FQ) ¿s a complementary system.
Proof. The pairing between Y and Z induces a pairing between E and F if and only if E C EQ , so that the first part of the lemma follows from the bipolar theorem. The pairing between E and F obtained in this way is continuous and Eg can be identified to F. To prove that FJ can be identified to E when E is oiY, ZQ) closed, define a mapping A from E into F*, by for z £ ZQ. Since the dual of Z0/iEQ C\ ZQ) can be identified to (Eg n ZQ) = ff(Y, Z0)clE0 = E, we conclude that there exists y £ E such that Ay = L. Consequently A is onto, and by the closed graph theorem, A is a linear homeomorphism between E and F*,. Conversely, suppose now that A is onto and that ZQ is complete.
To show that E is oiY, ZQ) closed, it suffices, by the KreinSmulian theorem [14, p. 429] , to prove that the limit y £ Y of a bounded oiY, ZQ) convergent net y. £ E lies in E. But the bounded sets of E are relatively compact for oiE, ZQ) because A transforms a bounded set of E into a bounded set
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of Fq and A-1 is continuous from the weak* topology of F*, to aiE, ZQ). Consequently y e E. Q.E.D.
We will refer to the complementary system (E, EQ; F, Fn) constructed above as the complementary system generated by E in (Y, YQ; Z, ZQ). Note that aiE, F) and ff(E, FQ) ate the topologies induced on E by ff(Y, Z) and ff (Y, ZQ) respectively, so that FQ is precisely the subspace of E*, consisting of those linear forms on EQ which are ff(Y0, ZQ) continuous. The situation is much simpler when Z = ZQ since then Lemma 1.2 can be applied to the ff(Y, ZQ)
closure of any subspace of YQ.
The definition of a complementary system was first given by Donaldson [ 12] ,. [ 13] , but his analogue of Lemma 1.2 appears incorrect. Variants were also considered in a reflexive setting by Hess [22] .
Let WmLMiQ) be the Orlicz-Sobolev space of functions zz such that u and its distribution derivatives up to order 772 lie in LM(ß). WmLMiù) is a Banach space with respect to the norm (1.1) (,l-"D"*f WmLM(ñ) will always be identified to a subspace of the product III gt LM(ß) Ĩ I LM; this subspace is ff(II LM, II E-) closed. Let Vlm LM(ß) be the ff(n LM, II E-) closure of 3) (ß) in r"LM(Q). We wish to apply Lemma 1.2 to W'L^Uî) and Wq LM(ß), starting with the complementary system (II LM, U EM; II L-, Il E-). This is possible under the mild assumption that 0 has the segment M M property (i.e. there exist a locally finite open covering !0¿} of dCl and corresponding vectors iy .\ such that for x e ß O 0¿ and 0 < / < 1, x + ty{ e il): Theorem 1.3. Suppose that ß has the segment property.
ÍD (ß) denotes the restrictions to ß of the functions in S (Rn). Thus, when ß has the segment property, WmLMiQ) and WmLMiil) generate complementary systems in (II LM, II EM; II L-, Il E-). The proof of Theorem 1.3 is based on the following lemmas. Lemma 1.4 . Let uh e£M(Rn) satisfy uh->u a.e. in R" aTja" M iuh) < wh a.e.
in R". where wh-w in LKW). Then u e £M(R") aW 22^-» 22 /or o(LM(R"), L-(Rn)).
Proof. By Fatou's lemma, 22 exM(R").
It is sufficient to show that, for all v e£-(R"), u.v-> uv in L (R"). By contradiction, assume that for some v e £-(R"), o > 0 and subsequence h,, xjfix) = iffix/r) and iff e3)(Rn) satisfies 0<iff<l,iffix) = l for |x| < 1 ana" ifiix) = 0 /or |x| > 2. T/jen a, -» u for oiLAQ), L-(Q)) asr-*«, -r m m
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that a e£M(Q). Since is replaced by ff(LM, E-) follow easily by transposition from the fact (cf. e.g. [13] ) that if a eEM(R"), then a , u( and uf lie in EMiW) and converge in norm to a as |y|, e and 1/r -• 0. Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof uses arguments which are standard in the vector associated with 0{ in the segment property and 0 < t < min ¡I, |yr|~ dist iO'., dO )\. Extend 22 outside K by zero and define u ix) = uix + <y¿). Then u( e WmLM(W\r(), and by the segment property, distil^, ß) >0.
Using Lemma 1.5, we see that u(-.u in WmLM(Q) for ff(II LM, II L-) as t -» 0, so that it suffices to approximate each u by functions in 5) (ß). But this can be done by means of Lemma 1.6 because dist (T , ß) > 0.
To prove part (b), first note that it u e WmLMiQ), then the function u obtained by extending 22 outside ß by zero belongs to V^L^W). Now let 22 £ W™LMiSl). As above, we are reduced to the case K C 0¿ for some 2. Define u(ix) = uix -ty{). Then a( £ VfmLMiW) and supp zz, C ß by the segment property.
Moreover, using Lemma 1.5, we see that «t -» zz in WmLMiü) for ff(II LM, II L-), so that it suffices to approximate each ut by functions in X (ß We now investigate a property of the norm which will be useful later when dealing with the duality mapping. Let iY, Y0; Z, ZQ) be a complementary system and let || ||y be a (equivalent) norm on Y. Denote by || ||y the restriction of || || y to YQ, by || || z the norm on Z dual to || ||y and by || ||z the restriction of || || z to Z". Browder-Hess [11] . The concept of pseudomonotone homotopy is due to Browder We must show that 2 e iS{ + T()iy) and {y¿, *,-)-> (y, z). Clearly, it suffices to prove the latter convergence for a subnet. Write z. = a¿ + v, with a. £ S Ay.) and v. e T (y.). Since y. remains bounded in V, a. remains bounded in Z, and thus, passing to a subnet, we can assume that a¿ -♦ a for ct(Z, YQ). We claim that (2.2) lim sup(y¿, a¿) < (y, a), Indeed, if this is not true, then, for a subnet, (y , a¿) -» a>(y, a), and it follows from (2.1) that (2.3) lim sup(y., v.)= lim sup(y., z. -a.) < (y, « -a);
but vi -» z -a for ff(Z, V), so that by the pseudomonotonicity of [T,!, (y, v.) '(y, z -a), which contradicts (2. 
Clearly, S is monotone, and it is easily verified that E^iQ) C D (5) C JLM(Q). The argument of [11, Proposition 14] shows that in a complementary system (Y, Yn;
Z, ZQ) with Y0 complete, a monotone mapping from Y into 2 is strongly quasibounded on Y0 with respect to y e Y0 provided its domain contains some ball B£iy, YQ), e > 0. Hence S is strongly quasibounded on EM(ñ) with respect to any point of EMiQ). However, S will be bounded on EMiÙ) it and only if EM(ß) = LMiti). The "if" part follows from [24, p. 1731 . To prove the "only if" part let a £ LMiQ) and define !u(x) if |x| <72 and \uix)\ < n, 0 otherwise.
Since 2z_ remains bounded in EM(ß), Su remains bounded in L-(ß). Thus there exists K > 0 such that
for all 72, and consequently, by Fatou's lemma, fQ M (zz) dx < K < + oo, i.e. 22 e £M(ß). Hence LM(ß) C £M(ß), which implies LM(Q) = EM(ß). In §4 we will see that S is pseudomontone with respect to any dense subspace V of E.,(ß).
The following proposition is closely related to Theorem 1 of Browder-Hess
[ll] where the notion of strong quasiboundedness was introduced. In the first theorem the mapping is assumed to be coercive, an assumption which is progressively weakened in the following theorems.
Theorem 3.1. Let (Y, YQ; Z, ZQ) be a complementary system and let T:
Y -» 2 be a mapping of type (M) with respect to a dense subspace V of Yn.
Suppose that T is coercive on V with respect to some y~ e V, i.e., that inf\(y -y, z)||y||_1; z e Ty\ -, + oo as ||y|| -» », y e V.
Then the range R (T) of T contains Z_.
Proof. Let J be the directed set of all finite-dimensional subspaces F oí V containing y ordered by inclusion. is a dense subspace of X and T is finitely continuous from DiT) to the ff(X*, DiT)) topology of X*, this result also follows from Theorem 3.1. Indeed, one can then show that in the complementary system (X**, X; X*, X*), Ty is pseudomonotone with respect to DiT).
Example 3.3. Let T be a maximal monotone mapping from a Banach space X into 2X* and define T2: X** -2X* by gr T2 = i(x**, x*); there exists a net (x., x*) £ gt T with
x. bounded in X, x._» x** for oiX , X ), **-*x* for oiX*, DiT)) and lim sup(x., x*)< (x**, x*)(.
If DiT) is a dense subspace of X and if T is finitely continuous from DiT) to
the o-(X*, DiT)) topology of X*, then, in the complementary system (X**, X; X*, X*), T2 is of type (M) with respect to DiT). Consequently RiT2) = X* when T is coercive on DiT) with respect to a point of D(T). This result essentially contains the existence theorem of Donaldson [12] . Proof. For simplicity we will assume that T is single-valued and that the restriction of || ||y to YQ is Gateaux differentiable. The same arguments carry over immediately to the general case, using the degree theory for multivalued mappings (cf. [20] ).
Since the assumptions and the conclusion are invariant by adding to T a fixed element of ZQ or by translating T by a fixed element of V, it suffices to show that 0 e R(T) and we can assume that y = 0. Endow Y with || ||y.
Choose R > 0 so large that It is then easy to go to the limit using the pseudomonotonicity of T and to obtain 0 £ R(T).
In the contrary case, there exist a cofinal subset of J, still denoted by \F\ for simplicity, tF £ [0, l] and yp £SR(0, F) such that Tt p(y p) = 0-We can assume that tp -» t £ [0, l] anti y F -» y £ Y for ff (Y, ZQ). Three cases must be distinguished: t = 0, 0 < t < 1 and t = 1. If / = 0, then TyF -» 0, for
as soon as F contains 22. Moreover,
Consequently, by the pseudomonotonicity of T, Ty = 0, and thus 0 e R(T). If 0 < t < 1, then T(yF -* 0 for ff (Z, V) because, using (3.3),
as soon as F contains a. Moreover <yF, Ttiyp)) = (/F -t)(-tpil -tp)-1-l)\\yp\\2 -0.
Consequently, by the pseudomonotonicity of T{ (cf. Proposition 2.2), 0 e T (y).
In addition, by Lemma 2.7, ||yF||y-> ||y||y, so that y eSRiO, Y). But this contradicts (3.1) because it follows from 0 = (1 -r)Ty + tz with z £ Jy that (y. Ty) My1 + \\Ty\\z -Hi -*>" !R + Kl -t)'lR . 0.
which contradicts (3.2). Q.E.D.
Remark 3.6. The assumption involving b is automatically satisfied if T is monotone. It can also be replaced by the assumption that T is strongly quasibounded on V with respect to y .
In the sequential version of Theorem 3.5, one requires that T be sequentially pseudomonotone with respect to any dense subspace V of a dense subspace V of YQ, that y £ V', that the inequality inf Ky-y» z)\ z e Ty\>-h (||y||) holds for y £ V with ||y|| sufficiently large, and that YQ and Z0 be separable.
As a specialization of Theorem 3.5, we have RiT) D Z0.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 generalize results of Bre'zis [2] , Browder [3] , [7] , [9] and Browder-Hess [11] . The very weak coercivity condition in Theorem 3.5 was introduced in [9] as a weakening of the so-called subcoercivity condition of Corollary 3.7 considered in [ll] . These asymptotic conditions imply the existence of a global a priori bound, i.e. that T~ : Z -> 2 is bounded on RiT).
(Note that the example T: R -» R: x -» x2 shows that a global a priori bound is not sufficient in general to get surjectivity.) In the next two theorems, only a local
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use a priori bound is needed. However some additional structural condition must be imposed on the mapping T, either some oddness condition or some stronger monotonicity condition. T, -is odd on F outside Bp(0, F).
• ' cr Suppose first that for each e with 0 < e < eQ and each F ej there exists It may be of interest to compare in a familiar situation the various asymptotic and structural conditions considered in this section. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let T: X -» X* be a single-valued mapping which is pseudomonotone with respect to X. Then T is onto if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) T is coercive on X with respect to some x £ X (Theorem 3.1), (2) T~ : X* -► 2 is bounded on X*; moreover for some x~ € X and i eR , 
7 is locally bounded on X*; moreover T is odd outside some ball of X (Corollary 3.9), (5) T'1 is locally bounded on X*; moreover T is monotone (Theorem 3.10), (6) 7" is strongly quasibounded on X* with respect to any x* eX*; moreover for some x £ X and ieR, (x-x, Tx) > -k \\x\\ fot \\x\\ sufficiently large (Theorem 3-15). The following lemmas will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In relation with Lemma 4.3, we remark that the continuity result of [24, p. 170 ] cannot be applied here to derive the finite continuity of T. Lemma 4.5 is concerned with maximal monotonicity; it generalizes a result of Donaldson [12, p. 519] . We must prove that a £ DiT), Tu -f and (a , Ta .) -♦ (u, f). As usual, one can pass to a subnet if necessary.
First we show that for each |a| < 772, A AC (a.)) remains bounded in L-iQ).
Let w = (wJ e II EM. We have and a(u, v) = f(v) fot all v e YQ. In the case where pa has polynomial growth for |a| =772, the result of this example is related, although different, to the existence theorems of Browder [9] and Hess [22] , [23] about equations with strongly nonlinear lower order terms.
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We now turn to the case where ß is bounded with, say, a locally Lipschitzian boundary so that the generalized version of the Sobolev imbedding theorem [13] is valid on Q. Then the growth condition (4.3) can be weakened and a lower order perturbation can be introduced.
First we recall the result of [13] . The following lemmas will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.15 and later.
Lemma 4.16 is a generalized version of the Vitali convergence theorem. Lemma 4.17 can be proved by standard arguments on Nemytskii operators as in [24, §17] and by the method of Lemma 4.3. Q is assumed to be bounded. (5.2), (5.3) for each f ; moreover it is assumed that they are continuous in (f, t)
for fixed x, that the functions M, Na, aa(x), P. e and the constant c of (5.1) can be chosen independently of t, and that the convergence in (5.3) is uniform in t.
Briefly we will say that (4.2), (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) are satisfied uniformly in r.
The following analogue of Theorems 4.1 and 4.15 generalizes results of Leray-Lions [25] and Browder [7] . The first integral of the right-hand side remains bounded from above by (5.5), and the preceding discussion shows that the last two integrals remain bounded.
Hence Aa(<f (2z ), f.), |a| « 772, remains bounded in L-(ß) for ff(L-, EN ), i.e.
remains bounded in L-(ß).
Na
Consequently, we can assume that, for each |a| < ttz, Aa(<f («p, 1.) -♦ ba£ L-(Ù) fot a(L-E" ). It follows that the linear form f £Z =Y% can be identi- 
